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**NOTE:** Dimensional variations for suspensions with Disc Brakes are shown in parentheses for FM suspensions only. Dimensions for SC and FX suspensions with Disc and Drum Brakes are the same.
SECTION 1
Steerable Suspensions

TRUCK, Steerable: SC 8k, 10k, & 13k

TRUCK MOUNT

SCT 8K, 10K & 13K

8" LIFT

RIDE HEIGHT

5" REBOUND

14.0 ± .25

(12.8)

TRUCK, Steerable: SC 20k

TRUCK MOUNT

SCT 20K

RIDE HEIGHT

8" LIFT

4" REBOUND

15.5 ± .25

(13.7)
Lift Axle Dimensions

TRUCK, Steerable: SC 8k, 10k, & 13k

SCT 8K, 10K & 13K TRUCK MOUNT

TRUCK, Steerable: SC 20k

SCT 20K TRUCK MOUNT
TRAILER, Steerable: SC 10k & 13K (Bolt–on & Weld–On)

SCW/B 10K/13K
WELD ON/BOLT ON TRAILER

TRAILER, Steerable: SC 20k (Bolt–On & Weld–On)

SCW/B 20K
WELD ON /BOLT ON TRAILER
SECTION 2
Non-steerable Suspensions

TRUCK, Non-steerable: FX 10k & 13k

14.0 ± .25

RIDE HEIGHT

8” LIFT

5” REBOUND

FXT 08K, 10K & 13K TRUCK MOUNTING

TRUCK, Non-steerable: FM/HLM 20k

13.3 ± .25 (For disc brakes: 18.5 ± .25)

5.5” LIFT

RIDE HEIGHT

4.0” REBOUND

FMT/HLM 20K TRUCK MOUNT
TRUCK, Non-steerable: FX 13k Roll-Off

16.8 ± .25

(12.8)

RIDE HEIGHT

8” LIFT

FXO 13K ROLLOFF

5” REBOUND

TRUCK, Non-steerable: FM 20k Roll-Off

16.4 ± .25

(15.7)

RIDE HEIGHT

5.5” LIFT

FMO 20K ROLLOFF

4” REBOUND
TRAILER, Non-steerable FM 16k - 25k (11.5" Ride Height)

FMW 16K - 25K
11.5" RIDE HEIGHT
TRAILER MOUNT

(15.8)

33.4 ± .25
(For disc brakes: 37.75 ± .25)
5.5" LIFT
11.5" RIDE HEIGHT
4" REBOUND

TRAILER, Non-steerable FM 16k - 25k (14" Ride Height)

FMW 16K - 25K
14" RIDE HEIGHT
TRAILER MOUNT

(18.1)

33.4 ± .25
(For disc brakes: 37.75 ± .25)
5.5" LIFT
14" RIDE HEIGHT
4" REBOUND
TRAILER, Non-steerable FM 16k – 25k (16" Ride Height)

33.4 ± .25
(For disc brakes: 37.75 ± .25)

5.5" LIFT
16" RIDE HEIGHT
4" REBOUND

FMW 16K - 25K
16" RIDE HEIGHT
TRAILER MOUNT
Actual product performance may vary depending upon vehicle configuration, operation, service and other factors.
All applications must comply with applicable Hendrickson specifications and must be approved by the respective vehicle manufacturer with the vehicle in its original, as-built configuration. Contact Hendrickson for additional details regarding specifications, applications, capacities, and operation, service and maintenance instructions.

Call Hendrickson at **800.660.2829** or **800.668.5360** in Canada for additional information.